


The better a product is made, the longer it 
lasts and the more you enjoy it. So getting 
a high-quality Toyota at a great price is a 
very smart move. But getting a high-quality 
certified Toyota at a great price is an even 
smarter move. The Toyota Certified Used 
Vehicle program is proof of our commitment 
to constant improvement and is setting the 
benchmark for peace of mind in the used 
car market. It offers a range of benefits and 
comes with the backing of Australia’s most 
trusted automotive brand, Toyota.





We leave nothing to chance.
When you drive away in a Toyota Certified Used Vehicle you can  
be as sure of its past as you are of its future. 

All Toyota Certified Used Vehicles come with a full service history.  
This helps to ensure the vehicle has been maintained to  
factory specification.

They also have a rigorous CarHistory® check, searching  Australia’s 
largest database of consumer and business credit records.

Your CarHistory® check will contain:

–  A PPSR Certificate which is a check for financial encumbrances.

– A written off vehicle check.

– A stolen vehicle check.

– A flood and storm damage check.

– An odometer wind back check.

Peace of mind.
All Toyota used vehicles are protected by any remaining  factory 
warranty. Unlike buying a used car from a private seller, depending  
on your circumstances, Toyota Certified Used Vehicles may also  
come with the Statutory Warranty provided by the Toyota Dealer.†

At your side 24/7.
No matter how good your Toyota Certified Used Vehicle is, things can 
still go wrong from time to time – you get a flat tyre, your battery runs 
flat or you lock your keys in the car. So if you buy a Toyota Certified 
Used Vehicle we’ll give you one year’s worth of Toyota Roadside 
Assistance.* It’s available 24/7 for 365 days a year and all it takes is a 
phone call. And, as you’d expect of Australia’s favourite car company, 
it’s one of the most professional, reliable and advanced assistance 
networks available.

Your Roadside Assistance works like this:
–  Coverage begins from the date of Toyota Certified Used 

Vehicle delivery.

–  It covers services such as flat tyres, lockout service, jump starts, 
towing and petrol delivery.

– Unlimited call-outs, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.



More peace of mind, more ways to save.
If you buy a Toyota Certified Used Vehicle with remaining scheduled 
logbook services, you’ll also enjoy the benefits of Toyota Service 
Advantage‡. That means you’ll pay the same low price from one 
eligible logbook service to the next, depending on the amount of 
eligible scheduled logbook services remaining.

Your Toyota Service Advantage works like this:

–  It covers the remainder of eligible scheduled logbook services 
including all items covered in your service schedule such as labour, 
fluids and Toyota Genuine Parts with a 12 month warranty.~

–  It offers you the same low capped price service for all remaining 
eligible services.

–  It ensures that Toyota technicians work on your car using specialist 
Toyota diagnostic equipment.

Our promise to you.
Buying a used car can be time consuming, frustrating and worrying. 
There are a host of things to look out for and no matter how 
thorough you might be, a private seller may not be able to give you 
the sort of value or back-up Toyota can. So see your Toyota Dealer 
about a Toyota Certified Used Vehicle. 






